DAP.DO.01.01  COMUNICARE INTERPERSONALĂ ȘI GESTIUNEA GRUPULUI / 
Interpersonal Communication and Group Management (ANUL I, SEM. I)

4 hours/week, ECTS credits: 8

**Content:** Communication with superiors; communication in guidance; emphatic communication; communication for evaluation the employee work; interview for performance evaluation; Transactional Analyzis Model; Organization and sustaining a public discourse.

DAP.DO.01.03  LIMBA STRĂINĂ (ENGLEZĂ) 1 / Foreign Language (English) 1 (ANUL I, SEM. I)

4 hours/week, ECTS credits: 6

**Content:** Communication. Types. Meetings and Greetings. Time and Place. Descriptions. Actions and Reactions.

DAP.DO.02.01  LIMBA STRĂINĂ (ENGLEZĂ) 2 / Foreign Language (English) 2 (ANUL I, SEM. II)

2 hours/week, ECTS credits: 5

**Content:** The World Around US; The World Within; Socialising; Jobs and Careers; Teacher - Student Communication.

DAP.DO.01.03  LIMBA STRĂINĂ (FRANCEZĂ) 1 / Foreign Language (French) 1 (ANUL I, SEM. I)

4 hours/week, ECTS credits: 6

**Content:** Introduction; The place of French language in contemporary world; Likes;Portraits; Me and the others; Sport and health; Work; Family; Childhood.

DAP.DO.02.01  LIMBA STRĂINĂ (FRANCEZĂ) 2 / Foreign Language (French) 2 (ANUL I, SEM. II)

2 hours/week, ECTS credits: 5

**Content:** Real history; A day in Paris; Music;meetings; Contacts; Hollydays; Love; Way of life; Work; Leisure time; The age of soul.

DSI.DO.01.04  INFORMARE ȘI PERFECTIONARE PRIN INTERMEDIUL 
CALCULATORULUI / Information and Training via Computer (ANUL I, SEM. I)

3 hours/week, ECTS credits: 6

**Content:** The course covers both theoretical and practical aspects in the field of applied informatics. Skills concerning computer structure and operating manner and also text editing, tabular calculus and
presentations are acquired. Also networking elements, internet access programs, search engines, searching strategies and web page structure and editing notions are presented too. The students will gain hands-on experience with the package Microsoft Office during the laboratory activity.

**DSLDO.02.02**  **METODOLOGIA CERCETĂRII ÎN ȘTIINȚELE SOCIO-UMANE / Research Methodology in Social and Human Sciences** (ANUL I, SEM. II)

4 hours/week, ECTS credits: 7

**Content:** The purpose of the course is to develop the knowledge and skills specific to the design and conduct the educational research. The topics are:
- Research teaching – thematics and openings, perspectives,
- The design and conduct of the research,
- Methods of research (observations, psychopedagogical experiment, survey, questionnaire, interview, case study, sociometric methods),
- Processing of the results of the statistical techniques,
- Methods of presentation and exploitation of the research results.

**DAP.DO.02.03**  **DIDACTICĂ APLICATĂ / Applied Didactics** (ANUL I, SEM. II)

2 hours/week, ECTS credits: 6

**Content:** Field of study of the educational sciences, *The Applied Didactics* focuses on the approach and valuing of the basics of teaching in different educational contexts. Among topics there are included: practical aspects of teaching, effective learning strategies, assessment as support of learning, the aspects of the instructive design, the application of the main measures to support students in school by adapting differentiated working methods, the promotion of equality in the school etc.

**DSLDO.02.04**  **TEORIE ȘI ANALIZĂ LEXICALĂ / Theory and Lexical Analysis** (ANUL I, SEM. II)

2 hours/week, ECTS credits: 7

**Content:** Didactic of the language; the vocabulary, orthography within general educational frame; didactic of vocabulary; Didactic of orthography; didactic of syntax; evaluation the knowledge of Romanian language; the linguistic component of the communication competency.

**DSLDA.01.05**  **COMUNICARE CULTURALĂ ȘI LINGVISTICĂ ÎN SPAȚIUL EUROPEAN / Cultural and Linguistic Communication in the European Area** (ANUL I, SEM. I)

2 hours/week, ECTS credits: 5

**Content:** Communication, culture, language; The European world as unity within diversity; the European cultural and linguistic sources: Antiquity; Middle Age; Modern Age; Influence cultural and linguistic; communication between languages; Latin language; Romanic languages; German languages; The interference of the linguistic influences within European space.

**DSLDA.01.06**  **CREAȚIE CULTURALĂ ȘI LINGVISTICĂ (ANUL I, SEM. I)**

2 hours/week, ECTS credits: 5
DSI.DA.01.07  DIDACTICA ȘTIINȚELOR / Didactics of Sciences (ANUL I, SEM. I)

2 hours/week, ECTS credits: 5

DSI.DA.01.08  PSIHOLOGIA COMUNICĂRII (ANUL I, SEM. I)

2 hours/week, ECTS credits: 5

Content: Psychology: applications; Cognitive processes; Language; Imagination and imaginary; Communication: model, process and perspectives; theory of communication; communication within mass media; process, context, power and intentionality within communication.

DAP.DA.02.05  ABORDAREA SOCIO-PSIHOPEDAGOGICĂ A EDEUCĂRII ȘI FORMĂRII / Socio-psycho-pedagogical approaches to Teaching (ANUL I, SEM. II)

4 hours/week, ECTS credits: 5

Content: The discipline proposes a complex problematic of the educational act, focusing on the initiation of students in valuing the socio-psycho-pedagogical implications in different contexts in order to improve the efficiency of the educational activities. They deal with topics such as: elements of group psychology, the cognitive and social leaders in the classroom, the placebo-nocebo effect in teaching activities, self motivation for teaching, the dialogue and the questions on educational activity, the relationship between attitudes and behavior, cognitive dissonance, the avoidance of stereotypical thinking etc.

DAP.DA.02.06  SOCIOLINGVISTICĂ APLICATĂ / Applied Sociolinguistics (ANUL I, SEM. II)

4 hours/week, ECTS credits: 5

Subiectul cursului (în română și în engleză – maxim 500 caractere)

SECOND YEAR OF STUDY

DAP.DO.03.01  PSIHOPEDAGOGIE ȘI DIDACTICĂ: DIFICULTĂȚI DE ÎNVĂȚARE / Psychopedagogy and Didactics: Learning Difficulties (ANUL II, SEM. I)

4 hours/week, ECTS credits: 7

Content: Learning difficulties: history and conceptual framing; educational policies regarding the education for children with learning disabilities; theories and models; the psychic process involved in
learning process; typology of learning disabilities; etiology of LD; Learning disabilities in relation to school life; learning disabilities in relation to read and write; mathematical learning disabilities; inclusive education.

**DSLDO.03.02** FACTORI INDIVIDUALI ŞI PSIHOpedagogici Ai Învăţării şi Formării Adulţilor / Indivudual and Psychosocial Factors of Adults' Learning and Training (ANUL II, SEM. I)

3 hours/week, ECTS credits: 7

**Content:** Adult education; Romanian system of adult education; learning at adult age; factors of adult learning; new environment for adult education and learning; counseling for adult education and learning.

**DSLDO.04.01** PERSPECTive Moderne în Didactică / Modern Perspectives in Teaching (ANUL II, SEM. II)

4 hours/week, ECTS credits: 6

**Content:** The discipline focuses on the new trends in didactics, seeking the enrichment of the personal repertoire of students with strategies adapted to the individual needs of children, the construction and implementation of new working strategies in different school contexts, the projection of some instructional situations with new methods and techniques specific to modern didactics, the building of ways to support students to achieve academic progress, increase self-esteem, motivation, valuing and social integration.

**DAP.DO.04.02** LIMBA STRĂINĂ (ENgleză) 3 / Foreign Language (English) 3 (ANUL II, SEM. I)

2 hours/week, ECTS credits: 6

**Content:** Actions. Reactions. Interactions; Tips for maximising the Effectiveness of Communication Activities; Education; Discursive Operations; Didactic Games;

**DAP.DO.04.02** LIMBA STRĂINĂ (ENgleză) 4 / Foreign Language (English) 4 (ANUL II, SEM. II)

2 hours/week, ECTS credits: 5

**Content:** Types of questions; Key-Issues in Education; Aut and About; Oral English; Communication in the Classroom.

**DAP.DO.04.02** LIMBA STRĂINĂ (FRANCEZĂ) 3 / Foreign Language (French) 3 (ANUL II, SEM. I)

2 hours/week, ECTS credits: 6

**Content:** In France; Traveling; Self- biography; Cultures; Memmories;
DAP.DO.04.02  LIMBA STRĂINĂ (FRANCEZĂ) 2 / Foreign Language (French) 2 (ANUL II, SEM. II)

2 hours/week, ECTS credits: 5

Content: Family relationships; Written press; Television; Health; The country; The science; Education.

DAP.DO.04.03  ACTIVITATE DE CERCETARE PENTRU ELABORAREA DISERTAŢIEI (TREI SĂPTĂMÂNII PRACTICĂ DE CERCETARE) / Research Activity Dissertation (two-week research training) (ANUL II, SEM. II)

2 hours/week, ECTS credits: 8

DSI.DO.04.04  COMUNICARE LA NIVELUL CULTURII MAJORE / Communication at the Level of Major Culture (ANUL II, SEM. II)

4 hours/week, ECTS credits: 6

Content: The concept of culture; major and minor culture; communication within the minor culture; literature and folk art; communication at the level of major culture; science communication; communication through the media; communication of classical literature; communication of religious text; communication through legal and administrative texts; academic communication.

DSI.DO.03.02  EDUCAŢIE EMOŢIONALĂ / Emotional Education (ANUL II, SEM. I)

4 hours/week, ECTS credits: 5

Content: Affective life and education; Emotional education: theory and conceptual framing; social-emotional development of child; emotional intelligence; social intelligence; finalities of emotional education; the emotional awareness; emotions and interpersonal relationships; emotional management – emotional regulation strategies; emotional communication – conflict solving; primary prevention in school; design for emotional education activities; evaluation the emotional education activities.

DSI.DO.03.08  COMUNICARE VERBALĂ ŞI NONVERBALĂ / Verbal and Nonverbal Communication (ANUL II, SEM. I)

4 hours/week, ECTS credits: 5

Content: The definition of communication; forms of human communication; horizontal and vertical communication; verbal communication; nonverbal communication; para-verbal communication; subjective and instrumental communication; written and oral communication; communication functions; barriers to communication.

DSI.DA.03.13  COMUNICARE ŞI EDUCAŢIE PRIN INTERMEDIUL LITERATURII / Communication and Education through Literature (ANUL II, SEM. I)

3 hours/week, ECTS credits: 5
Content: Literature- nature and functions; Communication theory; communication and literature; literary communication; ideology and literature; children literature; developing the esthetic experience of children through literature; literature and language in preschool and primary education; formative issues of the literature; literature and education for cultural diversity.

DAP.DA.03.15 METODE PEDAGOGICE CLASICE ŞI MODERNE ÎN FORMAREA PROFESORILOR / Classic and Modern Methodology in Teachers Training (ANUL II, SEM. I)

3 hours/week, ECTS credits: 5

Content: The teacher: role and status within contemporary society; the training of teachers; European dimensions in teachers training; didactic methodology for teachers training – from classic to modern; classical and alternative evaluation methodology for teacher’s competences.

DAP.DA.04.14 DIDACTICA LECTURII ŞI SCRERII / DIDACTIC OF READING AND WRITING (ANUL II, SEM. II)

2 hours/week, ECTS credits: 5

Content: Didactic of reading and writing within the curricular reform; modern and tradition in using the didactic strategies for literacy; developing a positive attitude for children; the exploration of the literary text from critical thinking perspective; theory of literature for primary education; Peculiarities of approaches of lyric text; approaches of nonliterary text; functional writing; writing organization; imaginative writing.

DSLDA.04.16 PSIHOLOGIE SOCIALĂ/ Social Psychology (ANUL II, SEM. II)

2 hours/week, ECTS credits: 5

Content: Introduction: social psychology within other sciences; personality; Attribution; attitudes; Aggressiveness; Pro-social behavior; social groups; leadership; social influence; social representations; interpersonal communication; psycho-social research methodology; Research methods.